
CHF Hadbans National Anthem - 2016 Shagya-Arabian Stallion

*Hadban USA AB/NASS2009/I x Mattingley Freedom (half-Arabian)

HEIGHT  15-1 hands     156                   cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 68.5 inches    174                   cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.75 inches    19.5                   cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Young colt showing typical Hadban characteristics.  Overall he could use more 

7 Arabian dryness and expression.

/10

Head
As a 3 year old colt he is already showing a stallion impression.   Has an 

7 expressive wide forehead.   His eyes could bigger and be set more 

/10 prominently.

Neck
His neck could be longer and set higher on his shoulder with

7 a more defined throatlatch.  With work and age his topline should develop.

/10

Body
Overall harmonious topline even though he is long in the loin.   Withers could

7 be more prominent.   Still exhibits a juvenile body, depth should 

/10 develop with age.

Legs
For his age his joints are of a good size but would want to see more definition 

7 develop.  Stands with front legs under his chest and needs more angle at the

/10 shoulder to elbow.  Nice short cannon but pasterns are weak.

Walk
His walk is the best of the 3 gaits with good rhythm and most ground

8 covering.

/10

Trot
Tight through the back & shoulder, he could display more swing in the back.

7 Could drive more from behind & track up better.  Hind legs are too far behind in 

/10 the trot.   Tightness in the elbow prevents ground covering and balance.

Canter
Canter is tight like the trot but not as ground covering.

6.5

/10

Total    56.5 80 points maximum

Average  7.06 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLION

Judge :

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



SAR Tiki Rock On (AV) - 2004 Arabian Stallion
Hy Tike (AV) x SAR Fansee Star (AV)

HEIGHT  15-2 hands      158                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 71 inches     180                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.9 inches      20                   cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Well conformed horse with good stallion expression, could be a little more 

7.5 Arabian in type.  Excellent frame with good riding horse points.   Good overall

/10 proportion of a classic Arabian.

Head
Masculine head with large well set eyes and wide forehead.  Elegant.

7 Nostrils could be finer for Arabian type.

/10

Neck
Arch of neck is fluid and does not show any under slung muscling. Good 

7.75 length of neck with a nice shape and set onto shoulder.   Good throat latch. 

/10 Good riding horse neck.

Body
Depth of chest and withers are good for a riding horse.  Croup has a nice

7 slope with a well muscled hip.  Loin could be shorter.  A little bit higher behind 

/10 than height of withers.  Stifle could be more forward.

Legs
Correct legs with good length.  Good bone and big joints. Good round feet.  

7 Tracks straight.  Compensates for injury with RF leg when standing.

/10

Walk
Good energy and rhythm - very diligent.  Could move under more but 

7 compensates well.  Could be more relaxed and have more swing thru the

/10 back - could be due to injury.  Shows more extension at liberty but Grade 2.

Trot
Excused due to injury.

/10

Canter
Excused due to injury.

/10

Total  43.25 80 points maximum

Average   7.2 Total points divided by 8.    DIVIDED BY 6

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL  JUDGE'S INSPECTION 

PUREBRED  ARABIAN STALLION

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.



Sand Spirit (AV) - 2002 Arabian Mare
Burning Sand (AV) x Faancy Face (Av)

HEIGHT  14-3.5 hands      152                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 76.57 inches     194.5               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.50 inches     19                  cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Arabian sport horse type.

7

/10

Head
Feminine head but could have more Arabian expression.   Eyes are

7.5 big enough and good large nostrils.   Head could be drier.

/10

Neck
Straight but long enough.   Could sit higher on the shoulder.

7

/10

Body
Prominent wither and blends well into the back.  Deep body and chest.

8 Hips are well muscled and large with a slight slope to the croup. Good length

/10 of hip.  Harmonious body proportions.

Legs
Cannons are short and dry.  Joints could be more distinguished.  Tendons

7 are tied into the back of the knee.  Pasterns are short but have a good

/10 angle.  Good round hoof.

Walk
Lacked rhythm and short strided, does not track up well.  Walk lacks

6.5 a distinguished 4 beat.

/10

Trot
Move tight in the elbow and front fee appear to be sore.  Up and down

6.1 movement rather than a lateral swing of the leg.

/10

Canter
Not able to score due to surface and space.

/10

Total    49.1 80 points maximum

Average 7.014 Total points divided by 8.    DIVIDED BY 7

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL  JUDGE'S INSPECTION 

PUREBRED  ARABIAN MARE

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.



RAA's Perry - 2006 Shagya-Arabian Mare

*Murad x *Philomena

HEIGHT  15-3 hands      160                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 72.8 inches     185                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.75 inches     20                   cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Very typey Shagya-Arabian mare in a big frame.

8

/10

Head
Lovely head but could exhibit more feminine and Arabian type in her profile.

7.5

/10

Neck
Long neck with a fine throatlatch.   The neck is connected well to the shoulder

8 needing to be set higher.  Nice big shoulder that could use more slope.

/10

Body
Body mid-section is longer than the shoulder & hip. The loin is a little long and

7 weak at the connection of the hip.   Good slope to the croup.

/10

Legs
Hocks could have more angle.  Left front leg is offset at the knee and turns in

6.1 at the fetlock.   Left foot hoof is low on the outside.

/10

Walk

7 Low energy walk.   Conserves energy well.

/10

Trot
Trot could show more suspension and covering of ground.  Would like to 

7 see more swing through the back.

/10

Canter
The canter is heavy on the forehand and needs more balance.  The mare

6.5 prefers to trot rather than canter. 

/10

Total        57.1 80 points maximum

Average  7.14 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács  

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN 

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.



Raelin - 2013 Shagya-Arabian Mare

*KS Rubin x Truly Flaming (AV)

HEIGHT  14-2.5 hands      149.5                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 72 inches      187                    cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7 1/8 inches       18                     cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Very compact and round body, over conditioned.   Shows Shagya-Arabian type.

6.5 Has a friendly expression.

/10

Head
Feminine head with good eyes but could show more Arabian 

7 expression and dryness.

/10

Neck
The neck is long enough, but a little wide and heavy for a mare.  Throatlatch 

7 could be finer.

/10

Body
Withers are round and could be more prominent.  Harmonious topline.

8 Hip has a good angle.  Shoulder has a good slope and length of

/10 humerus.  Has a deep and wide body.

Legs
Good short cannon bones.   She could use more bone in 

6.5 proportion to her body.  Joints could be more defined.

/10

Walk
Active with swing in the back and tracks up well.  Good length of stride.

8

/10

Trot
Tight thru the shoulders.  Back was tighter at the trot than at the walk.

7

/10

Canter
Even more tightness thru the shoulders.

6.5

/10

Total        56.5 80 points maximum

Average  7.06 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács  

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN 

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.



EVALUATION ONLY

Remington - 2017 Shagya-Arabian Stallion

*KS Rubin x Too Much Bling (AV), AB/PShR2015/IIA

HEIGHT  14-1 hands      144                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 66.9 inches     170                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.25 inches     18.5                  cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Exhibiting elegant Shagya-Arabian type in a compact frame.  Showing

7.5 a stallion expression at a young age.

/10

Head
Stallion qualities seen in big eyes, large jowl and distinguished nostrils.

8

/10

Neck
Throatlatch could be finer.   Neck has a medium set on the shoulder at this

7 age.  Well muscled for his age.

/10

Body
Withers could be more prominent however the topline is harmonious for

8 his age.  Good long sloping shoulder. Showing body depth and chest 

/10 development. Hip line is of medium length and muscling is developing.

Legs
Nice short and dry cannon bones.  Toes out at this time and age.  Good

7 angle of the pasterns, could be longer.  Joints are prominent enough at 

/10 this age.

Walk
Diligent, could track up more.

6.5 Walk could be more active thru the back and in a better rhythm.

/10

Trot
Trots with tightness in the elbows and could use more swing in the back.

7 Needs more suspension.

/10

Canter
Canter is on the forehand at this time and age.  Moves tight in the 

6.5 shoulder and elbow.   Not in balance yet and could be more uphill.

/10

Total        57.5 80 points maximum

Average  7.19 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács  

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLION

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.



Evaluation Only

Rockwell - 2017 Gelding

*KS Rubin x Im Adoraable Too (AV) AB/PShR2015/IA

HEIGHT  15-1 hands       154                 cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 70 5/8 inches      180                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.5 inches      19.2                cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Nice Sporthorse type in a large frame.  Could show more Shagya-Arabian type.

6

/10

Head
Head has a straight profile that could be more Arabian in his expression.  

6.5 The forehead could be wider with the eyes set more prominently.   

/10 Good nostrils for a sporthorse.

Neck
Neck is of mid-length and could be set higher with a more elegant crest.

7

/10

Body
Straight shoulder needing more length in the humerus to the elbow.  Good

7 heart girth compared to his body size.  Withers could be more prominent but 

blends well to the back.  His young age can be seen in his topline and width

/10  of chest.  The hip line could use more slope.

Legs
Joint size of the hocks is good but the joint is too straight.  Tendons tie into the 

6.1 back of the knees.  Toes out behind.  Legs in general could have a greater bone

/10 size with more joint definition.

Walk
Walk needs more energy and swing in the back.  Moves tight in the shoulder.

7 Has a flat stride.

/10

Trot
Needs more suspension to be more ground covering.

6.5

Canter
Showed more energy at the canter.  For his age his canter is balanced and in

7 good rhythm at various stride lengthenings.

/10

Total    53.1 80 points maximum

Average   6.64 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.



Roslin - 2015 Shagya-Arabian Mare

*KS Rubin x Too Much Bling (AV) AB/PShR2015/IIA

HEIGHT  14-2.25 hands      148                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 74 inches     188                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   6.875 inches     17.5                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed A young Shagya-Arabian mare of sport horse type with a good frame.

7

/10

Head
Profile is straight with a feminine appearance.

7 Eyes and nostrils could be larger with more Arabian expression.

/10

Neck
Neck is of medium length and has a medium set to the shoulder.  Throatlatch   

7 could be finer.  Withers are round.  The shoulder could have more slope and

/10  angle.  The  humerus could be longer in length.

Body
Harmonious topline with a good connection to the hip.  The heart girth is of a 

7.5 good depth.   Good angle in the hip.

/10

Legs
Could have more bone size and joints could be more prominent.  Good

6.5 short cannons.  Tendons are tied in at the back of the knee.  Tends to toe out

/10 especially in the back; the RF pastern more than the LF.

Walk
Relaxed and used her back at the walk.  Quick short steps resulting in

7 a short stride.

/10

Trot
Showed good swing in the back at the trot more so than at the walk and tracked

7 up more.  Flat stride and tight through the shoulder.

/10

Canter
More energy then the other gaits.  Good rhythm.  Used back but a 

7 little flat in her canter stride.

/10

Total        56 80 points maximum

Average  7 Total points divided by 8.

Judit Erzsébet Kovács  

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL   JUDGE'S EVALUATION 

      SHAGYA-ARABIAN 

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



Tillygule (AV) - 2002 Arabian Mare
Vigule Al maury (AV) x Shawntilly Lace (AV)

HEIGHT  14-3 hands      150                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 78.5 inches     199.5               cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7 7/8 inches     20                   cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Typical Arabian with outstanding body constitution.

8

/10

Head
Good female expression, big eyes, large nostrils typical of the Arabian.

8

/10

Neck
Neck is long enough and could have a higher set. Shoulder slope could be more

7 but it is adequate.

/10

Body
Good withers that blend well into back.  Good width and depth of chest.  Has

7 a good angle from the shoulder to the elbow.  Good croup angle with good hip

/10 muscling.  Point of the croup is a little high and moves tight thru the loin.

Legs
Joints are of a good size but the hocks are straight.  Cannon is short.  Legs are

7 correct and in good condition with dry tendons, especially for her age.

/10 Heels tend to be low with a long toe, especially in the front.

Walk
Energy with relaxed body - good rhythm and balance.

7

/10

Trot
Enough energy & good rhythm.   Could be looser with more swing in the

6.5 back. Lacked good balance in the corners.

/10

Canter
Not able to score due to surface and space.

/10

Total    50.5 80 points maximum

Average 7.214 Total points divided by 8.    DIVIDED BY 7

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL  JUDGE'S INSPECTION 

PUREBRED  ARABIAN MARE

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.



Truly Flaming (AV), 1997, Arabian Mare
Flaming Tiki (AV) x MHR Brava (AV)

HEIGHT  14-3 hands      151                  cm  (155 cm=15.1 hands) 

GIRTH 70.9 inches     180                  cm (178 cm=70 inches)    

CANNON   7.4 inches     18.7                 cm (19 cm=7.5 inches)    

Type
Gender & Breed Good Arabian type.

7

/10

Head
Arabian expression with big eyes, good large nostrils and feminine type.

8

/10

Neck
Nice mare type neck with a linear topline.   Neck is in good proportion,

8 well muscled, set well on shoulder and of a good length.

/10

Body
Great shoulder with a 90 degree angle - good slope, good wither to shoulder

7 connection and topline is harmonious.  A little long in the loin.  Good angle

/10 of the croup and muscling of the hip.

Legs
Hocks are straight.  Pasterns are short and straight.  Stifle could be more

6.1 forward for a better hip triangle.  Nice, short cannons.  Joints are defined

/10 and a good size especially for an Arabian.  LH hock is injured.

Walk
Good rhythm, diligent, showing good energy.  Tracks up well with flexible, 

7 relaxed movement.

/10

Trot
Not able to score due to surface and space.

/10

Canter
Not able to score due to surface and space.

/10

Total    43.1 80 points maximum

Average   7.18 Total points divided by 8.    DIVIDED BY 6

Judit Erzsébet Kovács

Carin Weiss

Linda Rudolphi

Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.

Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 

expressive. Throatlatch wide.

Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.

Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 

elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.

 Scribe:

Judge:

Rhythmic, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  

Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.

Rhythmic, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 

momentum & elastic uphill carriage.

Rhythmic, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.

Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 2019 Inspection
         FINAL  JUDGE'S INSPECTION 

PUREBRED  ARABIAN MARE

Judge:

Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 

and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
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